New As Seen on PowernNation TV Parts at Summit Racing: Auto Metal
Direct Body Panels for 1967-69 Camaro
While NOS replacement panels for first-gen Camaro have reached unobtanium prices and
junkyards have been thoroughly picked over, Summit Racing offers brand new Auto Metal
Direct (AMD) “correct-as-original” body components.
Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) January 21, 2016 -- While NOS replacement panels for first-gen Camaro have
reached unobtanium prices and junkyards have been thoroughly picked over, Summit Racing offers brand new
Auto Metal Direct (AMD) “correct-as-original” body components.
Auto Metal Direct panels saved the day for PowerNation TV’s Detroit Muscle team during its restoration of a
1968 Chevy Camaro. Decades of rust and a few ancient fender benders had turned the tired F-body’s panels
into Swiss cheese, so the car received a complete makeover thanks to all-new AMD sheetmetal. Watch the full
episode.
Starting with the correct gauge steel, Auto Metal Direct makes its parts identical to the original factory piece,
right down to the clips, tabs, seams, and bends. Each prototype is test-fit on a Camaro before the production run
begins and the appropriate adjustments are made to ensure a precise fit. These AMD parts are so accurate, many
of them are manufactured under the official General Motors Restoration Parts Program.
There are plenty of Auto Metal Direct parts to choose from, including outer fenders, full floor pans, hoods
(including 2 and 4 inch cowl induction styles), roofs, patch panels, door skins, and trunk lids. AMD doesn’t
stop there, offering restoration window glass, interior components, and a wide range of OE-style brackets and
hardware.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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